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This discussion paper reviews EPA’s proposed rules to limit carbon dioxide emissions from 
existing power plants and presents policy recommendations on steps West Virginia could 
take to comply with these rules while also capturing the economic, social, and environmental 
benefits of expanding the state’s energy economy. This paper is part of a Center for Energy & 
Sustainable Development initiative to develop sustainable solutions for the economic, energy, 
and climate challenges facing West Virginia. The initiative is supported through a grant from 
the Appalachian Stewardship Foundation.  
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INTRODUCTION 

On June 2, 2014, pursuant to Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) proposed the Clean Power Plan to limit carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from existing electric power 
plants.

1
 The proposed rule would establish state-specific CO2 emission limits based on the emission-

reduction potential of a combination of measures that can be implemented at individual generating units and 
across the broader electric system.  

As proposed,
2
 the Clean Power Plan would phase in emission reductions over time by allowing states to 

meet specified emission levels over two compliance periods. The interim compliance period would require 
states to meet an average emission limit from 2020 to 2029. The final compliance period would require 
states to meet a final limit by 2030 and maintain (or further reduce) that level of emissions thereafter. The 
rule proposes each state’s emission limit in the form of an emission rate—pounds of CO2 per megawatt hour 
of net electricity produced (lbs/MWh)—but provides the option for states to translate their rate-based limits 
into a mass-based limits (total emissions in tons). Under the rule, West Virginia would be required to reduce 
its CO2 emission intensity from 2,019 lbs/MWh to 1,620 lbs/MWh by 2030.  

Coal, which releases more CO2 when burned than other fossil fuels, is used at 16 major power plants in 
West Virginia and fuels 96% of the electricity produced in the state. Almost three-fifths of the electricity 
generated in West Virginia is exported to surrounding states. Meeting the emission reduction limits proposed 
under the Clean Power Plan will require West Virginia to incorporate other energy resources to reduce CO2 
emissions from its power sector. West Virginia is the second-largest coal-producing state in the country and 
coal mining supports thousands of West Virginia families and contributes hundreds of millions of dollars to 
the state budget every year. Less reliance on coal-fired power plants will reduce demand for West Virginia 
coal, and this has important implications for the state. While the Clean Power Plan presents a number of 
challenges for West Virginia, it provides states a high degree of flexibility in designing state plans (as 
required under the rule) and determining which emission reduction measures best suit that state. EPA does 
not dictate which measures states must use or the level of reduction level any particular measure must 
achieve, so long as the state achieves the required level of emission reductions within the designated 
timeframe. 

This flexible approach recognizes that each state is in the best position to identify the right mix of emission 
reduction strategies that fit its resource mix and electric sector structure. It also provides states with the 
opportunity to consider other policy objectives when developing a state plan. Given this flexibility, West 
Virginia can develop a state plan that puts the state on track to meet its emission limits while at the same 
time enhancing the social, economic, and environmental benefits of further integrating its energy efficiency, 
renewable energy, and natural gas resources into the state’s electricity sector. 

In this discussion paper, we: 

1. summarize the Clean Power Plan emission guidelines for West Virginia; 
2. review West Virginia’s power sector and resource mix targeted under the proposed rule; 
3. identify emission reduction opportunities related to energy efficiency, renewable energy, and 

expanded use of the state’s natural gas resources; 
4. discuss preliminary results from an initial modeling scenario (Compliance Scenario) that 

demonstrates the feasibility of reaching the final state limit by implementing these opportunities; and 
5. present four policy recommendations that would promote economic growth by expanding the state’s 

energy sector, provide energy savings benefits to consumers, and put West Virginia on track to 
achieve significant CO2 emission reductions under the Clean Power Plan. 
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THE CLEAN POWER PLAN EMISSION REDUCTION LIMITS FOR WEST VIRGINIA 

Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act requires EPA to develop emission guidelines based on the “best system 
of emission reduction” (BSER) adequately demonstrated. EPA must also establish a procedure for states to 
submit plans to EPA that establish performance standards. EPA defined the BSER for CO2 emissions from 
existing power plants as four categories of measures (“building blocks”) that states and utilities across the 
country are already using to reduce emissions.

3
 The building blocks include both “inside the fence-line” and 

“outside the fence-line” measures that can be implemented at individual power plants and across the 
broader electricity system. 

APPLICATION OF THE BUILDING BLOCKS TO CALCULATE WEST VIRGINIA’S STATE LIMIT 

Building block Description 

Percent of 
reduction 

in limit 

1: Improve heat 
rates at coal-
fired power 
plants  

Achieve a 6% heat rate improvement in each state’s coal fleet. Improving the heat rate 
reduces the amount of fuel needed to generate the same amount of electricity, thereby 
reducing emissions. EPA estimates that a 2% heat rate improvement can be achieved 
through equipment upgrades and a 4% improvement through operational best 
management practices.

4
  

20% 

2: Re-dispatch 
existing NGCC 
plants 

Reduce emissions from the most carbon-intensive fossil plants—coal, and oil and gas 
steam plants—by re-dispatching existing NGCC plants to achieve a 70% capacity factor. 
Generating electricity from natural gas plants produces less than half the CO2 emissions 
as generating electricity from coal plants.

5
  

0% 

3: Increase non-
hydropower 
renewables and 
preserve nuclear 

Substitute coal generation with new non-hydropower renewable resources such as wind 
and solar and preserve generation from at-risk and under-construction nuclear power 
plants.

6
 In West Virginia, EPA estimates that non-hydropower renewables can grow from 

2% of total generation to 14% between 2012 and 2030.  

62% 

4: Improve end-
use energy 
efficiency 

Reduce electricity demand through end-use energy efficiency.
7 

Starting in 2017, EPA 
projects that energy efficiency savings in West Virginia can grow by 0.2% annually and 
reach a national best practices level of 1.5% annual savings in 2024 and thereafter. EPA 
estimates that demand-side energy efficiency can reduce retail demand in West Virginia 
10.71% by 2030. 

17% 

Note: Total percentage does not equal 100% due to rounding. 

Each state’s emission limit was calculated by applying the building blocks to that state’s existing electric 
generation profile.

8
 Due to the unique make-up of each state’s electricity mix, the contribution of any 

particular building block to a state’s limit, and the quantity of emission reductions achievable through the 
application of the BSER, varies from state to state. For instance, West Virginia’s limit is based in large part 
on the emission reduction potential of non-hydropower renewable energy under Building Block 3, whereas 
North Carolina’s limit is based largely on the emission reduction potential for redispatching existing NGCC 
plants under Building Block 2.  

Importantly, however, states are not required to meet their emission limits solely through the measures 
identified by EPA in the building blocks. The Clean Power Plan recognizes that states are in the best 
position to determine how to best meet emission limits and allows states the flexibility to identify additional 
compliance measures and incorporate them in their state plans. State plans must be submitted to EPA by 
June 30, 2016 for single-state plans and by June 30, 2018 for multi-state plans. The West Virginia 
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) is responsible for developing and submitting West Virginia’s 
state plan, but the participation of other state agencies, such as the Public Service Commission (PSC) and 
the Division of Energy, is central to the state’s ability to effectively work with EPA, surrounding states, PJM,

9
 

utilities, and other stakeholders.  
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INTERIM AND FINAL EMISSION REDUCTION LIMITS FOR THE APPALACHIAN HIGHLANDS STATES 

 

 

APPLICATION OF BUILDING BLOCKS IN SETTING THE FINAL EMISSION LIMIT FOR WEST VIRGINIA  
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OVERVIEW OF THE WEST VIRGINIA POWER SECTOR 

West Virginia electric customers are served by six utilities—Appalachian Power Company and Wheeling 
Power Company (both of which are subsidiaries of American Electric Power); Monongahela Power and The 
Potomac Edison Company (both of which are subsidiaries of FirstEnergy); Black Diamond Power Company; 
and the Harrison Rural Electrification Association.

10
 

In-state retail electricity sales accounted for 42% of West Virginia’s total generation in 2012, while the 
remaining 58% was exported to surrounding states.

11
 Sixteen coal plants operated in West Virginia in 2012 

and generated 96% of the state’s electricity. Hydropower and wind generated the majority of the remaining 
4%.

12
 Six of the coal plants that operated in 2012 have either deactivated (retired) or are scheduled to 

deactivate in 2015, representing a loss of approximately 17% of the state’s total generating capacity.
13

 

RECENT AND PROJECTED COAL PLANT DEACTIVATIONS IN WEST VIRGINIA 

Plant 

Nameplate 
capacity 

(MW) 
Age 

(years) Deactivation date 

2012 CO2 
emissions rate 

(lbs/MWh) 

Albright 278 59 September 2012 2,462  

Rivesville 110 68 September 2012 n/a 

Willow Island 213 63 September 2012 3,724 

Phillip Sporn 1,105 62 Unit 5: 2010. Units 1-4: Expected June 2015 2,200 

Kammer 713 53 Expected June 2015 2,113 

Kanawha River 439 58 Expected June 2015 2,277 

Total/Average 2,858 60    

 
West Virginia is one of the few states east of the Mississippi with no nuclear or NGCC plants; coal has long 
been the state’s near-exclusive source of electricity. Historically, West Virginia’s coal plants have produced 
inexpensive electricity, providing West Virginia consumers with some of the lowest electricity rates in the 
country. However, rising coal costs, technological innovation, and cost-competitive alternatives are affecting 
the economics of coal-fired generation, and consumers in West Virginia are bearing increasingly higher 
utility rates as a result.

14
 But even historically low rates do not necessarily translate to low electricity bills. 

West Virginia ranks in the lower half of all states in terms of total electricity bills,
15

 and customers will see 
further increases in their rates and bills in 2015.

16
 West Virginia is also among the top ten states in the 

country with respect to residential electricity expenditures as a percent of median income
17

 and has the 
highest residential energy consumption per household among the thirteen Appalachian states.

18
  

Over 90% of coal consumed in the U.S. is used to generate electricity, and the economics of coal-fired 
power plants directly impact the West Virginia coal-mining sector.

19
 Coal plants provided 39% of U.S. 

electricity generation in 2013,
20

 down from over 50% in 2005.
21

 West Virginia is the second-largest coal-
producing state in the country, but coal extraction in the state has entered a period of dramatic decline,

22
 

particularly in southern West Virginia.
23

 Fewer and fewer West Virginians work in the state’s coal mines as 
mechanization replaces the need for human labor, the most economic coal seams reach the end of their 
productive life, competition from new energy sources—such as natural gas and renewable energy—become 
more cost-competitive, and increasingly stringent environmental regulations influence the economics of coal-
fired electric generation. The confluence of these factors, and others, suggests an evolving electric sector 
that relies on a more evenly distributed mix of resources to supply the nation’s electricity needs.

24
 

The challenge for West Virginia is to ensure that its energy sector has the flexibility needed to respond to 
these broader system changes and that its power sector provides residents and businesses with clean, 
reliable, and reasonably priced electricity. West Virginia can meet these challenges with smart policy 
initiatives that incentivize the deployment of the state’s energy efficiency, renewable energy, and natural gas 
resources to complement its coal resources. Targeted policy changes that incentivize the development of all 
of West Virginia’s energy resources will help the state maintain its position as a major energy exporter; 
capture the economic, consumer, and environmental benefits of an expanded energy economy; and put the 
state on track to meet its emission-reduction limits under the Clean Power Plan. 
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EMISSION-REDUCTION OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE WEST VIRGINIA POWER SECTOR 

Under the proposed rule, West Virginia would be required to reduce its emission intensity from 2,019 
lbs/MWh to 1,620 lbs/MWh by 2030. There are many opportunities available in West Virginia to make this 
reduction. This paper presents one scenario, the “Compliance Scenario,” to demonstrate how one mix of 
emission reduction measures can help West Virginia reduce emissions under the proposed rule.

25
 The 

Compliance Scenario exercises the flexibility of the proposed rule and considers abatement measures used 
by EPA when calculating state limits as well as other measures that EPA proposes states may use to reduce 
emissions. The Compliance Scenario was developed based on achieving the final 2030 emission rate. 
Refinements to this scenario, as well as additional scenarios that consider compliance under a rate-based or 
mass-based standard will be presented in a future report.  

ASSUMPTIONS FOR 2030 IN EPA’S STATE LIMIT AND IN THE COMPLIANCE SCENARIO 

Action EPA’s state limit (BSER) Compliance Scenario 

More or 
less 

aggressive 
than EPA? 

Building Block    

1: Improve heat rates at coal-fired power plants  6% heat rate improvement 3% heat rate improvement ↓ 

2: Re-dispatch existing NGCC plants Does not apply Does not apply ↔ 

3: Increase non-hydropower renewables  14% of total generation 7% of total generation ↓ 

4: Improve end-use energy efficiency Cumulative savings of10.71% Cumulative savings of 18% ↑ 

Other    

Hydropower Not addressed 2% of total generation ↑ 

New NGCC plants Not addressed 525 MW of new capacity ↑ 

Combined heat and power Not addressed 970 MW ↑ 

Natural gas co-firing Not addressed Not addressed ↔ 

Dispatch of existing coal generating units Same as 2012 Non-retired plants in 2030 ↑ 

Note: Building Block 3 includes no nuclear. While hydropower grows to 2% of total generation by 2030, only hydropower built after 2014 
counts toward compliance with the state limit. 

Building Block 1: Improve heat rates at coal-fired power plants 

EPA assumes that existing coal-fired power plants, on average, can achieve a 6% heat rate improvement. 
We model a more conservative scenario based on the possibility that West Virginia coal plants have already 

made half of the efficiency improvements identified by EPA. The Compliance Scenario assumes that 
West Virginia coal plants achieve a 3% heat rate improvement. 

Building Block 3: Increase non-hydropower renewables and preserve nuclear 

Renewable energy resources accounted for 12.8% of total U.S. electricity generation in 2013.
26

 Hydropower 
accounts for 56% of renewable generation and 7% of total U.S. generation.

27
 In West Virginia, renewables—

primarily hydropower and wind—account for only 4% of total electric generation.
28

 Hydroelectric, wind, solar, 
biomass, and geothermal resources are zero-emission electricity resources that support hundreds of 
thousands of jobs across the country. Non-hydropower renewables—namely wind and solar—grew by 
nearly 300% nationally between 2005 and 2013 and have enormous potential for future growth.

29
 

EPA estimates that West Virginia can increase non-hydropower renewable generation, primarily wind and 
solar, from 2% of total generation in 2012 to 14% by 2030. A study conducted by the Union of Concerned 
Scientists concluded that the Clean Power Plan underestimates the potential for renewable energy to reduce 
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power sector emissions on a national level, but that EPA projections for renewable growth within West 
Virginia may be higher than what is likely economically achievable by 2030.

30
 In-state renewable 

development limitations do not, however, necessarily limit the potential for renewable energy to reduce West 
Virginia’s emission intensity. EPA proposes in the Clean Power Plan that a state may take credit for the 
emission reductions that are achieved from renewable energy projects located in that state, or in another 
state, so long as that project is implemented in response to that state's renewable portfolio standard or other 

measures requiring the development renewable energy.
31

 The Compliance Scenario assumes that 
non-hydropower renewables grow to achieve 7% of West Virginia’s total generation by 2030—
half of the EPA goal. 

ELECTRICITY GENERATION BY SOURCE IN WEST VIRGINIA, 2013 

 

Note: The sum of Wind, Hydropower, and Other/solar does not match the total 4.0% for “Other” due to rounding. 

Wind. U.S. wind energy grew from 25,000 MW of installed capacity in 2009 to 
over 60,000 MW in 2014.

32
 Another 14,000 MW is currently under 

construction.
33

 West Virginia has 583 MW of installed wind capacity and 
another 160 MW permitted for construction.

34
 Advancements in wind 

technology have reduced wind energy costs 43% over the past four years
35

 
and support projections for future growth in wind generation nationally and in 
West Virginia. Wind energy projects generate clean electricity and provide 
significant economic benefits around the country—wind energy developers 
invested $25 billion in new wind projects in the U.S. in 2012, and the industry 
supports over 50,000 jobs.

36
 

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory estimates between 1,883 and 2,772 MW of wind energy 
potential in West Virginia.

37
 West Virginia can enhance the energy, economic, and environmental benefits of 

wind power in the state by supporting the integration of new wind energy generation into its power mix, 

either through development of new projects in West Virginia or in surrounding states. The Compliance 
Scenario assumes that West Virginia builds upon its existing wind resources to integrate a total 
of 2,106 MW of wind capacity into its electric generation profile by 2030. 

Solar. Through the second quarter of 2014, total installed solar capacity in the U.S. reached 15,900 MW, a 
36% increase from 2013 levels.

38
 The solar industry is benefiting from declining manufacturing and 

installation costs, growing consumer demand for alternative energy, and evolving state energy policies.
39

 
The U.S. solar industry supports over 142,000 jobs

40
 and is one of the fastest-growing energy sectors in the 

country. West Virginia has only 1.9 MW of total installed solar capacity,
41

 but the state’s solar industry has 
the potential for significant growth.

42
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Photo: Evan Hansen 
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In 2013, neighboring states Ohio, Maryland, and Pennsylvania had installed solar capacities of 91, 152, and 
236 MW, respectively,

43
 an increase of between 19% and 30% above 2012 levels. West Virginia can 

achieve similar or greater levels of solar installation growth at homes and 
businesses throughout the state and ensure that consumers are able to take 
advantage of zero emission, cost-effective solar resources. The energy, 
economic, and environmental benefits of supporting a robust solar industry are 
many, and significant potential exists to deploy additional solar resources in West 

Virginia. The Compliance Scenario assumes that West Virginia builds 
upon its existing solar resources to integrate a total of 410 MW of solar 
capacity into its electric generation profile by 2030. 

Building Block 4: Improve end-use energy efficiency 

Energy efficiency is a low-risk, low-cost energy resource that provides direct savings to consumers, 
encourages investment across other sectors of the economy, displaces the need for costly investments in 
new energy supply infrastructure, creates new employment opportunities, and reduces emissions of CO2 
and other harmful pollutants. States are increasingly recognizing the value of energy efficiency as an energy 
resource and adopting policies to facilitate its deployment. In 2013, eight of the top 10 states identified by 
the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE) in its 2013 State Energy Efficiency 
Scorecard had adopted binding energy efficiency resource standards.

44
 West Virginia does not have an 

energy efficiency standard and ranked #46 in the Scorecard.  

West Virginia utilities offer consumers very few energy efficiency programs compared to those offered by the 
same utilities operating in other states. For instance, in 2009 the PSC approved the FirstEnergy subsidiaries’ 
plan to achieve a cumulative energy efficiency savings of 0.5% (0.1% per year) of the two utilities’ 2009 
retail sales. FirstEnergy subsidiaries in neighboring Pennsylvania are achieving much higher levels of 
savings, at 1% per year.

45
  

EPA estimates that West Virginia can reduce in-state electricity demand 10.71% by 2030 (as compared to 
business as usual projections) through end-use energy efficiency. Energy efficiency savings above the level 
projected by EPA would provide additional emission reductions and added benefits to consumers. This is 
good news for West Virginia, as it is likely the state could achieve significantly higher levels of energy 
efficiency than projected by EPA. Based on energy efficiency savings that utilities operating in West Virginia 
are achieving in surrounding states, in conjunction with estimates provided by ACEEE, West Virginia’s 

energy efficiency potential is likely much higher than estimated by EPA.
46

 The Compliance Scenario 
assumes that West Virginia can build upon its existing energy efficiency resources to achieve 
savings of 18% by 2030. 

Other: Hydropower 

Hydropower accounts for 56% of renewable energy generation and 7% of 
total electricity generation in the U.S.

47
 Thirteen facilities contribute a 

combined total of 428 MW of hydropower capacity in West Virginia,
48

 which 
accounts for approximately 2% of state’s electric generation.

49
 Although EPA 

did not include the potential for new hydropower to calculate state emission 
limits, the Clean Power Plan allows for emission reductions that result from 
new hydropower installations to count toward compliance.

50
 

In 2014, five hydropower facilities, accounting for 457 MW of capacity, 
possess or have pending preliminary permits from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

51
 While 

hydropower is not part of the BSER, new hydropower is an additional emission reduction opportunity that 

could be incorporated into the state plan. The Compliance Scenario assumes that West Virginia 
integrates 84 MW of new hydropower capacity into its electric generation profile by 2030.  

Photo: Evan Hansen 

Photo: Melinda Brooks 
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Natural gas 

Natural gas prices have declined dramatically in recent years due to technological breakthroughs that have 
unleashed unprecedented development of the nation’s vast shale gas resources. The Marcellus Shale is 
one of the most prolific shale plays in the country and accounts for nearly 40% of total U.S. shale gas 
production.

52
 Pennsylvania and West Virginia are the largest producers of Marcellus Shale natural gas, and 

West Virginia has enormous opportunity to capitalize on expanded use of its natural gas resources. The 
construction of new NGCC plants, co-firing existing coal plants with natural gas, and building new combined 
heat and power (CHP) facilities would stimulate demand for West Virginia–produced natural gas, deliver 
consumers low-cost natural gas–fired electric generation, and provide emission-reduction benefits under the 
Clean Power Plan. 

NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION FROM THE MARCELLUS SHALE
53

 

 

Other: New NGCC plants. New NGCC power plants release fewer CO2 emissions, are less expensive to 
build, and provide the electric grid a more flexible generation resource than coal plants. Despite the benefits 
of integrating NGCC plants into the state’s electric power sector, none currently operate in West Virginia, 
although one has been proposed for construction in Moundsville, West Virginia. The Moundsville station 
could go into service as early as 2018 and would provide 525 MW of high-efficiency natural gas generation 
capacity.

54
 This additional capacity would stimulate demand for West Virginia natural gas, provide resource 

diversity, and reduce the emission intensity of the state’s power sector.
55

 The Compliance Scenario 
assumes that this plant becomes operational by 2030. 

Other: Combined heat and power. CHP facilities provide 82,000 MW of generating capacity at over 3,700 
industrial and commercial facilities across the country.

56
 In addition to providing on-site generation for large 

customers, CHP facilities achieve substantial improvement in energy efficiency by using the waste heat that 
would otherwise be released to the atmosphere to heat and cool buildings or to meet thermal needs of 
industrial processes. CHP installations can use a variety of fuels, but natural gas is the most common and 
accounts for 72% of installed CHP capacity. The addition of CHP resources, particularly at large commercial 
and industrial facilities, contributes to grid reliability, limits congestion and reduces transmission losses, 
improves business competitiveness through energy efficiency and energy cost management, and provides 
emission reduction benefits by displacing generation and emissions from coal-fired power plants.

57
 

West Virginia currently has 382 MW of installed CHP capacity
58

 and has significant potential for future 
growth. ACEEE estimates approximately 1,700 MW of remaining technical potential for CHP in West Virginia 
and that 588 MW of that is economically viable if utilities in the state are provided additional incentives.

59
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Without those incentives, ACEEE estimates that only 71 MW of additional CHP capacity is economically 
viable in West Virginia.

60
 Facilitating the addition of new CHP capacity improves grid reliability, provides 

numerous economic benefits, stimulates demand for West Virginia natural gas, and reduces the emission 

intensity of the state’s power sector. The Compliance Scenario assumes that West Virginia develops 
588 MW of new CHP capacity by 2030 for a total of 970 MW of capacity. 

Other: Natural gas co-firing. Co-firing existing coal plants with natural gas is another option for stimulating 
demand for West Virginia’s gas resources and is a potential CO2 abatement strategy. Converting a coal 
boiler to co-fire with natural gas can range from a relatively minimal to a major facility modification. A typical 
co-firing application can allow for 10-20% use of natural gas, although some modifications may allow for up 
to a 30-50% co-firing capability.

61
 A number of coal plants in West Virginia are currently equipped to co-fire 

coal with natural gas, while others would require modification. In most cases, new natural gas pipeline 
development would be required to deliver the fuel to these plants. The cost, degree of modification, and 
need for new infrastructure development to facilitate natural gas co-firing varies considerably from plant to 
plant. Natural gas co-firing may be an attractive emission-abatement strategy for some coal plants in West 

Virginia and should be considered by state policymakers and utilities. Natural gas co-firing at existing 
coal plants is not modeled in the Compliance Scenario. 

Other: Dispatch of existing coal generating units 

In calculating state emission limits, EPA applied 2012 generation and emissions from coal plants, even 
though the coal plants that will be generating electricity in 2030 differ from those generating electricity in 
2012. As discussed above, many West Virginia coal plants will retire before 2030, including some of the 
least-efficient plants. The opportunity exists to re-dispatch existing coal-fired power plants such that the 
more efficient plants are dispatched first, thereby reducing the state’s overall emission rate.  

Therefore, rather than only using 2012 coal plant generation and emissions data, two additional methods for 

dispatching West Virginia’s coal plants are evaluated in the Compliance Scenario. The second method 
dispatches all non-retired coal plants at the same average capacity factor, regardless of 
emission rate. The third method assumes that the state’s coal plants operate at a 78% capacity 
factor and dispatches the plants with the lowest CO2 emission rates first; the highest-emitting 
plants are not dispatched.  

Compliance Scenario results 

The emission reduction opportunities described above were applied to the West Virginia power sector and 
result in a 2030 emission rate of between 1,620 lbs/MWh and 1,717 lbs/MWh, depending on the method 
used to dispatch coal plants. West Virginia’s 2030 electric generation was projected based on growth rates 
and data provided by EPA in the Clean Power Plan.

62
 Each non-coal resource described above was applied 

to reduce the amount of electricity generated by coal, and three methods were used to highlight the 
influence of coal plant dispatch assumptions on the state’s 2030 emission rate. 

The first method follows EPA’s assumptions regarding the dispatch of coal plants. Under this assumption, 
West Virginia’s rate decreases from 2,019 lbs/MWh in 2012 to 1,717 lbs/MWh in 2030. As described above, 
this assumes that the coal plants that were active in 2012 (including plants that are scheduled to deactivate 
by 2015) will generate the same amount of electricity and CO2 in 2030. While we include this method for 
illustrative purposes, it does not capture the emissions reductions that will be achieved as additional coal 
plants retire.

63
 

The second method assumes that only the coal plants that are not currently scheduled for deactivation 
continue to operate in 2030. These plants are dispatched at the same average capacity factor across the 
fleet. Under this assumption, West Virginia’s 2030 rate decreases to 1,653 lbs/MWh.  

The third method is similar to the second, but assumes a 78% capacity factor for all dispatched coal plants. 
It dispatches the plants with the lowest CO2 emission rates first, and the highest-emitting plants are not 
dispatched. Under this assumption, West Virginia meets the 2030 rate limit of 1,620 lbs/MWh. 
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COMPLIANCE SCENARIO RESULTS: EMISSION RATES IN 2030 UNDER DIFFERENT 
COAL DISPATCH ASSUMPTIONS (LBS/MWH) 

 

The Compliance Scenario illustrates how one combination of emission reduction measures would result in 
achieving the emission rate reductions proposed under the Clean Power Plan. It also highlights the 
importance of the method used to calculate the 2030 rate, because only one of the three calculation 
methods demonstrates compliance. It will be important for EPA to clarify its recommended method(s) and for 
West Virginia policymakers to choose the most suitable method to receive credit for the measures 
implemented under a state plan.
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The results of the second and third methods illustrate the importance of dispatch control of coal-fired power 
plants as a potential compliance option. The Compliance Scenario suggests that if all non-retired coal plants 
are dispatched with the same capacity factor, the limit would not be met; however, the limit would be met if 
the cleanest plants were dispatched first. Dispatch decisions are complicated, trigger grid reliability 
considerations, require coordination among parties both within and outside of the state to plan and execute, 
and have important impacts to ratepayers and utilities. The dispatch scenarios highlight the importance of 
interstate coordination in the state planning process. 

Numerous other scenarios can be developed to put West Virginia on track meet the required emission limits. 
It is important that state policymakers consider the wide range of emission reduction options available to 
West Virginia, and how these options operate within different state plan approaches. While this discussion 
paper focuses on the rate-based approach, the operation of the emission reduction opportunities discussed 
here should be evaluated by West Virginia under a mass-based approach as well. 
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

State plans must, among other things, demonstrate how the state will achieve emission performance levels 
that comply with the limits set in the Clean Power Plan. The emission reduction opportunities summarized 
above are some of the options that West Virginia should evaluate and include in its state plan, regardless of 
whether it adopts a rate- or mass-based approach. The policy framework needed to capture some of these 
opportunities, such as renewable energy standards and energy efficiency, can be achieved through 
legislation or regulatory changes made by the PSC using its existing authority. Other opportunities, such as 
power plant dispatch schedules or availability limits, involve complex pricing, reliability, environmental 
compliance (including compliance with CO2 limits), and other issues that require additional consultation 
between the DEP and PSC as well as those agencies’ counterparts in other states, PJM and the utilities, 
power producers, and other entities affected by the state plan.  

The following policy recommendations outline four steps that West Virginia should take as part of a 
comprehensive energy strategy to put the state on a path toward compliance with the Clean Power Plan, 
while at the same time providing consumers reliable electricity service at reasonable costs, growing the 
state’s energy economy, and reducing the impact of energy production on the environment. 

Policy Recommendation 1: Adopt an Energy Efficiency Resource Standard 

West Virginia residents pay higher electricity bills than residents in most states and will see even higher bills 
next year following new rate increases requested by the state’s utilities. Unfortunately, West Virginia’s 
utilities do not offer customers in West Virginia the same level of energy efficiency service those same 
utilities offer customers in neighboring states. West Virginia should adopt an energy efficiency resource 
standard (EERS) that requires the state’s utilities to deliver more energy efficiency service in West Virginia. 

In 2013, the Legislature considered, but failed to pass, House Bill (H.B.) 2210, the West Virginia Energy 
Efficiency Act. As proposed, the Act would set energy efficiency savings goals and direct the PSC to 
oversee the implementation of energy efficiency programs by the state’s utilities. H.B. 2210 would establish 
an EERS target of saving 15% of 2011 electricity sales by 2027 and saving 15% of 2011 peak demand by 
2027.

65
 To implement these targets, the bill would, among other things, direct the PSC to: 

1. adopt ratemaking policies that provide direct cost recovery, decoupling, or other lost revenue 
recovery mechanisms and performance incentives;  

2. require electric utilities to develop and implement energy efficiency and conservation programs that 
achieve verifiable electricity savings and peak demand reductions; and 

3. require electric utilities to consult with the PSC regarding the design and adequacy of their electricity 
savings and demand reduction targets. 

The Legislature should pass a revised version of H.B. 2210 that requires the state’s utilities to meet an 
energy efficiency goal of at least 15% by 2030. By adopting an EERS, West Virginia would join 24 other 
states (including neighbors Ohio, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Virginia) that are already reaping the 
economic and energy benefits of energy efficiency. The adoption of an EERS in West Virginia would provide 
tangible economic benefits and a low-cost emission reduction measure that could be demonstrated in a 
state plan to help the state meet its CO2 emission reduction requirements under the Clean Power Plan. 
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Policy Recommendation 2: Revise the Current Energy Portfolio Standard to Include Binding 
Renewable Energy Targets 

Renewable energy is a rapidly growing sector in the U.S. economy with strong potential for future growth in 
West Virginia. Twenty-nine states, including Maryland, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, have adopted renewable 
energy requirements

66
 to capitalize on the energy and economic benefits of diversifying their energy 

portfolios with these resources. West Virginia should revise the state’s Alternative and Renewable Energy 
Portfolio Standard (AREPS) to include binding targets for the development of new renewable energy 
resources.  

The current AREPS was passed in 2010 and requires utilities and retail electric providers with over 30,000 
residential customers to supply 10% of their retail electric supply with alternative and renewable sources 
between 2015 and 2019, 15% between 2020 and 2024, and 25% by 2025.

67
 Alternative energy sources 

include supercritical coal technology, coal bed methane, natural gas, fuel produced from coal gasification, 
waste coal, tire-derived fuel, and pumped storage hydroelectric. Renewable energy resources include solar 
photovoltaic or other solar-electric energy, solar thermal energy, wind, run-of-river hydroelectric, geothermal, 
biomass, fuel cell technology, and recycled energy (including exhaust heat from industrial or commercial 
processes, waste gas, or fuel that would otherwise be flared or vented).

68
 The AREPS requirements can be 

met entirely with fossil fuel–derived alternative energy sources; however, meaning the renewable energy 
portion of the standard is non-binding.

69
 With non-binding renewable energy targets, the current AREPS is 

not sufficient to demonstrate in a state plan the role renewable energy sources can play in achieving West 
Virginia’s required emission reductions under the Clean Power Plan. 

The Legislature should revise the AREPS to require that a percentage of the state’s total electricity supply 
be met with electricity generated from renewable sources (such as wind, solar, hydropower, and biomass) 
by 2030.

70
 The revised AREPS should retain the provision that out-of-state renewable energy projects may 

satisfy the state’s renewable energy targets. The Legislature should also expand the “alternative” category 
to include the use of natural gas to co-fire with coal in existing coal plants. It should also consider carving out 
recycled energy as a separate category to encourage the expansion of CHP resources. Incorporating these 
revisions to the AREPS would expand West Virginia’s energy economy and help put the state on target to 
meet its CO2 emission reduction requirement under the Clean Power Plan. 

Policy Recommendation 3: Encourage Greater Use of the State’s Natural Gas Resources 

The Marcellus Shale is one of the largest shale gas deposits in the world and underlies nearly all of West 
Virginia and a significant part of three other states. Marcellus Shale gas production has grown steadily over 
the past five years, and estimates for continued growth in the Marcellus are a major driver of projections for 
low natural gas prices in the U.S. over the long-term. Low natural gas prices are driving down wholesale 
electricity prices, and West Virginia could benefit from expanded use of its natural gas resources in the 
electric sector. The state should explore opportunities to integrate more natural gas into its electricity mix by 
building new NGCC plants, building new CHP facilities, and co-firing existing coal plants with natural gas 
where feasible.  

The DEP and PSC should work with West Virginia utilities to evaluate the costs, technical feasibility, and 
emission benefits of co-firing or repowering existing coal plants with natural gas through integrated resource 
planning (discussed below). The Legislature should facilitate the development of high-efficiency natural gas–
fired CHP systems by updating net metering rules, providing financial incentives for CHP investment, and 
including a specific provision for CHP resources in a revised AREPS. The PSC could provide additional 
incentives by developing a standard offer program to streamline the terms and conditions under which the 
state’s electric utilities purchase electricity from customer-sited CHP facilities.

71
 

Greater integration of natural gas resources in West Virginia’s electric system would diversify the state’s 
electric sector, create additional demand for West Virginia–produced natural gas, and play an important role 
in helping the state meet its CO2 emission limits under the Clean Power Plan. 
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Policy Recommendation 4: Implement Integrated Resource Planning Requirements for Electric 
Utilities 

Integrated resource planning is a process that requires utilities to evaluate a full range of supply- and 
demand-side resource alternatives for meeting projected electric power demand in order to provide 
adequate and reliable service to customers at the lowest system cost.

72
 This full range of alternatives 

includes, among other things, new generating capacity, power purchases, energy conservation and 
efficiency, cogeneration and district heating and cooling applications, and renewable energy resources.

73
 

The “integrated” aspect of integrated resource planning ensures that a utility considers demand-side 
resources (conservation and energy efficiency) on the same footing as the addition of supply-side resources 
when it evaluates options for meeting its future system needs.

74
 

The West Virginia Legislature passed H.B. 2803 in 2014, requiring the state’s utilities to engage in integrated 
resource planning.

75
 Pursuant to the statute, the PSC must issue an order by March 31, 2015 directing the 

state’s electric utilities to submit integrated resource plans that consider both supply-side and demand-side 
resources.

76
 The PSC order should:  

1. require utilities to evaluate supply- and demand-side resources on a consistent and integrated basis; 
2. ensure that utility plans result in the selection of a portfolio of resources that represents a reasonable 

balance of costs and risks for the utility and its customers; 
3. require utility plans to evaluate resources over a long-term planning horizon; 
4. require periodic plan updates; 
5. include a transparent stakeholder process; and  
6. provide clarity on how plans will be used subsequently for evaluating the prudence of the utility’s 

resource acquisitions.
77

  

A robust integrated resource planning requirement will ensure that energy efficiency, renewables, natural 
gas, coal, and other resources are evaluated on equal footing so that West Virginia consumers receive the 
benefits of a reliable energy system at the lowest system cost over the long term. Well-designed integrated 
resource planning rules will also provide an important framework for evaluating and securing the lowest-cost 
compliance options under the Clean Power Plan. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Achieving compliance with the Clean Power Plan presents significant challenges for West Virginia. Given 
the state’s heavy reliance on coal-fired electric generation and the portion of the state’s economy that 
depends on the coal extraction industry, West Virginia will likely bear a heavy burden associated with 
implementation of the Clean Power Plan. In order to minimize the impact of the proposed rule on the state, 
policymakers will need to take advantage of the flexibility provided by EPA to shape a strategy for West 
Virginia that reflects its unique circumstances and leverages its strengths. West Virginia is fortunate in that it 
has tremendous energy resources in addition to coal, and these other resources—including natural gas, 
renewable energy (wind, solar, hydropower), and energy efficiency—are relatively untapped.  

Developing a compliance strategy for the Clean Power Plan will require tapping into these other energy 
resources and crafting a comprehensive energy plan that will build upon the state’s coal resources—through 
co-firing natural gas with coal, for example—while stimulating investments in energy efficiency that will help 
West Virginians manage their energy costs in addition to reducing CO2 emissions.  

A successful strategy will also require the cooperation of the state Legislature, the DEP, and the PSC. Only 
by working together can the state ensure that the requirements of the Clean Power Plan are met in a timely 
and cost-effective manner. Although DEP can be expected to take the lead in developing West Virginia’s 
compliance strategy, a compliance option based on scaling up renewable resources and energy efficiency 
programs, for example, would involve matters within the purview of the PSC, which also has the capability to 
calculate the impacts on electricity rates associated with various compliance options. Navigating a path 
forward for West Virginia will require a comprehensive approach, both in terms of the energy resources 
deployed and the involvement of policymakers throughout state government. 

The Center for Energy and Sustainable Development at the West Virginia University College of Law is a 
resource for West Virginia policymakers, the energy industry, and other stakeholders navigating the Clean 
Power Plan. Downstream Strategies provides expertise in compliance, modeling, and policy analysis on the 
Clean Power Plan and other energy and environmental matters. This discussion paper is intended to 
generate feedback to help inform future analysis and stimulate dialogue between policymakers and 
stakeholders in West Virginia as the EPA rulemaking process moves forward. In the coming months, the 
Center and Downstream Strategies will release additional analyses on options available in West Virginia to 
meet emission limits under the Clean Power Plan.  
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